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Transaction Summary
Disney Has Acquired Numerous Assets From 21st Century Fox In A Monumental Deal
PURCHASE
PRICE

•
•
•

Disney acquires 21st Century Fox for $52.4B in equity consideration plus assumption of net debt and certain other liabilities
100% stock deal
21st Century Fox shareholders will receive 0.2745 Disney shares for each share of 21st Century Fox

PRO FORMA
OWNERSHIP

•
•
•

Disney to issue ~ 515M shares
Disney shareholders to own ~ 75% of pro forma company; 21st Century Fox shareholders to own ~ 25%
Final number of shares issued will be adjusted for changes in estimated tax liability between sign and close

SEPARATION
OF SPINCO
AT CLOSE

•

•
•

New public company (SpinCo) to be formed via a taxable spinoff to existing 21st Century Fox shareholders – taxable to 21st
Century Fox, not its shareholders
Disney to assume ~ $8.5B estimated tax liability offset by ~ $8.5B cash dividend paid by SpinCo (subject to adjustment)
Disney to keep any cash generated by assets it is purchasing between signing and closing

SKY

•
•
•

21st Century Fox previously announced an all-cash proposal to acquire the 61% of Sky it doesn’t already own for $15B
21st Century Fox’s obligations pursuant to the existing proposal are unchanged
Disney’s acquisition of 21st Century Fox is not contingent on Sky transaction closing

APPROVALS
AND CLOSING

•
•

Subject to approval by 21st Century Fox and Disney shareholders, regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions
Expected to close in 12-18 months

Reflects a changing media landscape, increasingly defined by transforming technology and evolving consumer habits
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Assets
Transaction Enhances Disney’s Position As A Premier Global Entertainment Company

FILM

TV

75%

39%

DTC
30%

30%

30%

Significantly increases its content output capability and further extends its world class portfolio of IP
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Film
Disney Can Further Develop Acquired Franchises, As Well As Create New Ones
TENTPOLE
•

•

Opportunity to expand iconic franchises for new
generations of fans around the world.
• Continue the relationship with James Cameron,
especially around Avatar films.
Interesting tent-pole opportunities that will continue
to be supported.
• Expanding the Marvel Cinematic Universe to
include X-Men, Fantastic Four and Deadpool.
• Reuniting all the Star Wars movies under one
roof, again, which opens new opportunities for
the iconic franchise.
• There may be some other opportunities to mine
some other franchises.

FOX SEARCHLIGHT
•

Fox Searchlight is a different story since Disney is not
really in the lower budget, high-quality motion picture
business.
• Looking at that space like it’s a blank that is
being filled in.
• If managed efficiently, there is an opportunity
to take advantage of the system that is
already in place.
• It's a good investment to make in an
intellectual property that could ultimately feed
direct-to-consumer business thereafter.

DISTRIBUTION
•

After closing the deal and gaining control, it will
really look carefully at what the slate looks like
going forward and how many movies it makes sense
to make.
• Eventually, after current output deals expire,
will migrate to Disney direct-to-consumer
offerings.
• Can see Fox Searchlight's product, Fox 2000,
flowing right through Hulu in a direct-toconsumer basis.

Will the increased power over exhibitors accelerate the conversations around a PVOD window?
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TV
Disney Plans To Provide Programming to Linear Distributors As Well As Their DTC Services
MVPD
•

Going to remain in the business of basically being a
provider of channels and programs for multichannel distributors and at the same time creating
unique product that can be taken directly to
consumers.
• Based on 2017 numbers, not really increasing
risk from a percentage of revenue basis in
advertising or affiliate fees.
• Inheriting the MVPD agreements, although
some could be extended in the period of time
before closing.

NETWORKS
•

Nat Geo and FX add more creative capabilities to the
direct-to-consumer offerings without creating
substantially greater risk on the ecosystem side
• FX side diversifies the portfolio of products
because they're really creating a different kind
of television today.
• Might be able to stand on its own in
some respects in a different business
model distribution-wise.
• National Geographic is a terrific brand for
kids and family that is a perfect complement
to Disney in a direct-to-consumer business.
• Gives them the license to be in that
space in a much deeper basis globally.

PRODUCTION
•

Intent on creating a larger, more unified television
production studio for the company.
• Priority will be to feed the various
businesses, the existing channels as well as
the OTT services.
• Wouldn't rule out the possibility of creating
and selling to others.

How quickly will direct-to-consumer services cannibalize the traditional Pay TV audience?
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Sports
Disney Is Doubling Down On Expensive Sports Rights Tied To The Linear Bundle
RSN
•

•

INTERNATIONAL

Looking at the acquisition of the 22 regional sports
networks as being a perfect complement to ESPN's
current offering.
• ESPN is the network that provides a national
footprint, and the RSNs are the affiliated
stations that provide great local content.
• Good local product can flow up into the
national offering and good national product
can flow down into the regional offering.
Regional sports networks will primarily be
distributed by multi-channel providers.
• Opportunity to take those businesses on a
direct-to-consumer basis.

U.S.

•

Acquisition of Fox’s Global Sports platform is an
opportunity to extend the ESPN brand far beyond
the United States.
• Rich portfolio of sports rights and properties in
Europe, India and Latin America.
• Mostly will be branded ESPN, so the look and
feel, navigation and basically how they're taken
to market will all be much more cohesive
• Will be careful there because some of
those regional or local sports brands
have real brand equity.

U.S.

EUROPE

COMPETITION FOR RIGHTS
•

New entrants in the marketplace have been buying
things opportunistically, but haven't faced the
notion of committing billions of dollars in any of the
real big sports rights negotiations.
• Looking at sports as a means of attracting
more customers or growing their own
platforms.
• But for now, the digital ecosystem isn't
necessarily designed to bring in the kind of
revenue for those rights that would be required.

INDIA

15 of 30 teams

17 of 30 teams

12 of 30 teams

Will non-sports viewers continue to subsidize the costs of the highest priced sports networks?
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LATIN AMERICA

International
Disney Is Expanding Its Global Reach And Gaining Access To Local Content Production
GLOBAL SCALE
•

Adding Fox's International Properties will enhance
Disney’s position as a truly global entertainment
company, with robust local content production and
distribution businesses in key markets and rapidly
growing regions.
• Star India gets about 700 million viewers a
month across India and more than 100 other
countries.
• Also own multiple channels with multiple
IP creation possibilities in multiple Indian
languages.
• Fox Network Group International adds over 350
channels in 170 countries.

SKY
•

•

•

Believe that Sky is an incredible business over a variety of fronts and Disney's been an important partner of theirs so
they are familiar with the platform.
• Far more advanced product, from a technical perspective, than a lot of the products in the United States.
• Also in the program business and they have a great sports brand, news brand and create other products as well.
• They are direct to consumer which is a huge positive.
Have to look at Europe differently than the United States, just in terms of the pace of disruption of the multichannel
businesses.
• Do not believe that they are facing the kind of issues that a number of other multichannel businesses are dealing
with.
Hopeful that the Sky deal will get approval, but acquisition of 21st Century Fox is not contingent on the Fox-Sky
transaction closing.
• If the current Sky acquisition is not approved, then Disney will step into Fox's shoes as 39% owners and have the
ability to acquire the rest once they own it.
• Could argue that there is a better chance of regulatory approval.

How will the rapid pace of disruption in the U.S. carry over to the international markets?
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Direct to Consumer
Disney Is Creating A Collection Of Differentiated OTT Platforms That Gives Consumers Options
DIRECT TO CONSUMER
•

HULU

In order to be in the OTT business for the long run,
Disney ultimately needs to have a direct
relationship with the consumer.
• It's going to take a reset of sorts in terms of
reduction in licensing and some increases in
production costs.
• Taking back control of products that
have been made for other platforms like
motion picture theatrical release.
• Using its capability to create products
specifically for those OTT services, either
by using already owned IP or by simply
developing new IP.

30%

•

Owning roughly a third of Hulu was great, but
having control will allow for more efficient
management.
• Can fuel Hulu with even more product, and
envision making it the home of adult
programming.
• Where all the output of the studios that
was not branded, Disney, Marvel, Pixar,
et cetera, would go.

60%
(Majority Ownership)

CONSUMER CHOICES
•

Will go to market with essentially 3 apps, all distinct
in terms of their product, but all managed with the
same BAMTECH infrastructure.
• Giving the consumer more authority over
packaging by allowing them to buy these
services as a bundle or individually.

30%

What will be the cost of the original content necessary to acquire and maintain consumer engagement?
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New Fox
Fox Has Sold Its Massive Library Of Content In Order To Focus On Live Programming
STRATEGY
•

•

New Fox will be a growth company, centered on
must-watch news and live sports and the strength
of the Fox Network.
• Will be positioned to continue to deliver
consistent growth, driven by affiliate and
retrans revenue growth and strong
advertising demand.
Lean, aggressive challenger brand that can explore
potentially disruptive distribution and monetization
strategies.
• Will be in a mood to expand, and will have the
ability due to being somewhat underleveraged
very quickly.

DIRECT TO CONSUMER
•

The digital strategy for the New Fox is really the same
as the digital strategy for the old Fox.
• Believe that all of its content and channels
will ultimately have a direct-to-consumer
distribution element as well as a traditional
distribution combined.
• The technology that Fox has been building for
direct-to-consumer over the past 12 months
stays with the New Fox.

SPORTS
•

•

Will be competing for rights on an ongoing basis in
what has always been a competitive market for
rights.
• Sports rights will dictate what they have to ask
for from subscribers.
RSNs were including in the transaction because
they thought it was the best fit and would generate
the most value for shareholders.
• If they kept RSNs, it would have added a huge
tax burden to the spin.
• Instead, received a take up of premium of
12.5x their earnings.

Will its smaller scale be advantageous when exploring new monetization strategies?
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Financial Highlights
Accelerates Revenue And Operating Income Growth Driving Substantial Value For Shareholders

Expecting significant opportunities for operating efficiencies resulting in $2B of annual cost saving by 2021
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